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The importance of understanding the reasons for past decisions is not a new subject. However, there seems to be a gap when it comes to verifying the efficiency of tools for understanding past decisions. In this paper we show that the ability to perform decision reconstruction using a Group Support System (GSS) can provide a flexible solution to the problem, but only if the information model underlying it is able to provide bidirectional support to the phases of a decision-making process. For this, we present a general information model to support the decision-making process, as well as the decision reconstruction process. We tested these ideas by setting up a case study where we used a GSS, based on our model, to analyze a simulated public contracting process. We present a discussion of the results.
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1. Introduction

Distributed decision-making follows naturally from the virtualization of organizations and the geographical dispersion of the decision agents.1 By virtualization, we mean the process of incorporating information and communication technologies and their exploitation for strategic goals.2,4 Group support systems (GSSs), in particular, facilitate the seizure of knowledge,5 namely by capturing and retaining encoded knowledge6 and enhancing collaboration.7-8 GSSs supply a collaborative learning context where people can interact, create and obtain knowledge, acquired and shared by groups,9 while providing structured opportunities to engage in deliberative exploration of ideas, evidence and argument.10

The repositories of a GSS, drawn from electronic group meetings, keep and offer a group memory to group meeting participants who need to access historical information or knowledge for recommendations. Combining a GSS with the collective memory is also likely to provide additional information processing support,11 especially when information and knowledge are not easily accessible in large organizations.

In this context, GSSs are a natural solution for the demands of distributed organizations when it comes to support decision processes, as they cover a wide range of services, or features (described in detail, for instance, Ref. 12 and Ref. 13), which must be chosen according to the specific situation and group to support. In order for users to
obtain the newest information, GSSs also provide the ability to manage successive versions of the information and to maintain a record of the people involved, while enabling the arrangement and classification of information, which eases its retrieval.14

We will address GSSs throughout the paper using a broad concept (as set out in Ref. 15), in which such systems are seen not only as a communication support, but also as decision-enabling technology, supporting the different stages of a decision process. These stages are: 1) the identification and listing of all the alternatives – intelligence phase; 2) the determination of all the consequences resulting from each of the listed alternatives – design phase; and 3) the comparison of the accuracy and efficiency of each of these sets of consequences – choice phase.16

This paper presents a model to support decision-making processes along with the reconstruction of past decision processes, in which establishing relationships between group discourse elements, with relevant meta-data, provides the necessary information to perform decision reconstruction and to visually structure and represent a GSS-based discussion. In order to test our ideas we used a GSS, based on the defined model, to analyze a public contracting process, from which we point out some interesting results.

In the next section, we frame our research problem according to the literature. To overcome the detected problems we define the constructs for a decision reconstruction in the third section, as well as the details of an information model that supports it. In the fourth section we describe the working environments of a system based on the decision reconstruction model and their connection to the components of the model. In the fifth section, we present a case study, describing its methodological bases and settings, and discuss the obtained results and limitations. We dedicate the last section to final remarks and future research considerations.

2. Decision Reconstruction

The importance of understanding the reasons for past decisions, whether for knowledge or auditing purposes, is not a new issue (this appraisal can be found, for instance, in Refs. 13, 17-19). A system with decision reconstruction capabilities seems particularly useful in public contracting, as it would support the decision agents in charge of public sector activities in reaching decisions. It would also help applicants if they could reconstruct such decisions, as it would enable them to understand the processes involved and even to detect possible manipulations in real time. We believe that this situation can enhance transparency (as stated in Refs. 20-21), and will empower GSSs as tools for public consultation and the external scrutiny of decisions, as well as effective means to achieve the aims of legislative initiatives such as the European Transparency Initiative22 or the American Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Both projects intend to pressure organizations to register every aspect of their decision-making: the parties and their organizational role, documents, procedural steps and even tasks that may not have started yet, easing future audits.17-18, 23

We define decision reconstruction as the process that allows an individual or group of individuals (the decision reviewers), whether internal or external to the organization, to understand how a GSS supported group has reached a previous decision. We also
comprehend the concept of decision reconstruction in *lato sensu*, meaning that the utility of the construct fits the needs of the organization’s internal and external users, as well as the ones of the usually independent examiners, normally known as auditors. We find the decision reconstruction concept preferable to a decision-auditing concept, as audits (internal or external) carry a certain connotation of mistrust or even an intention to find whether a past decision was indeed the best solution. Although this line of reasoning seems valid (and even necessary), our research only focuses, at least for now, on the use of a GSS solution as a technical element for organizational memory (as defined, for instance, in Refs. 6, 24-27) and its ability to effectively describe past discussions, as well as the steps involved in them.

Research on decision reconstruction seems to have been directed towards building and using visualization tools rather than verifying the efficiency of such tools in understanding past decisions. Literature on expert system shows an interest in explaining (rebuilding) decisions. However, the specificity in developing explanation subsystems and, especially, the normative character of such software, make them unsuitable for the needs of dynamic groups that require collaborative work.

As stated in the introduction, GSSs are a natural solution to handle this kind of work. Nevertheless, as GSSs are built upon the idea of sequential support (see Ref. 28, for a thorough discussion on the advantages of using technology that provides clear and simple instruction on good problem solving practices instead of a complex array of tools, at least on the case of ill-structured problems) for the decision-making stages, it is not always easy to understand the earlier stages of a discussion. This is particularly evident at the end of discussions when classes, which were created to encompass the discussion elements and some of the details, are “flattened”. For instance, in a GSS voting environment, it is usual to expect changes in initial votes, as part of the group process. Even if people are allowed to review their votes (for instance, after discussing the results), when the decision is made and results are disclosed, the final report is poor when it comes to show discussion progress, changes of opinions (and by who, if possible), convincing arguments, etc., which were involved from the start of the discussion to its end. In this case, a new group iteration (which could be the point when a vote changed) substitutes the earlier one, discarding the previous discussion scenario. However, reports usually only embed the latest result, especially when reporting is an automatic feature.

Our study shows that performing decision reconstruction, using a GSS solution, can provide a more flexible solution to the problem. However, this can only happen if the information model underlying it is able to support and structure the collaborative discourse (as defined by), thus supporting both the decision process from stage 1 to stage 3 and the reverse process (from stage 3 to stage 1).

When supporting a decision-making process, GSSs play an important role in registering and codifying group’s contributions, thus enriching the organizational memory. By fostering the decision reconstruction ability of GSSs, we promote their capability for information retrieval, thus contributing to ease and deepen the comprehension of past decisions, while fostering knowledge acquisition. In addition, expanding GSSs capabilities from the perspective of knowledge management can significantly improve the performance and satisfaction of group meeting participants.
Although GSSs might foster relationships between information, linking discussions is not an always-present feature, as group discussions are usually independent. The situation means that though group participants can retrieve information from other discussions and “copy/paste” the information between discussions, the software does not recognize that there are intertwined elements among discussions. To perceive such connections, organizations often need to resort to other systems (for instance, search engines using artificial intelligence techniques, based on natural language recognition, or document similarity measures\textsuperscript{31,32}) to generate categories in order to integrate information.

Decision makers must understand how the past affects their present decisions. In this matter, we stand that expanding the ability for explicitly interconnecting GSSs discussions facilitates the search and extraction of relevant information from the organizational memory and mitigates the need for more elaborate (and usually more expensive) software to retrieve information. It also enhances the possibilities for an accurate decision reconstruction, since all decision elements (whether or not discussed within a single discussion) would be available, thus fostering relationships between information and facilitating the use of knowledge in mutually dependent contexts.\textsuperscript{33}

3. A model for decision reconstruction in GSS

Beyond the ability to structure and support group interaction in different modes, we find that GSSs require additional properties when the goal is decision reconstruction. Part of the problem is that GSS solutions need to cover a multiplicity of approaches to support different ways of building a collaborative discourse (according to Ref. 19). These ways range from a simple question-reply pattern to more elaborate argumentation models supported by argumentation theory (as seen, for instance in Refs. 34-37). A general GSS information model for decision reconstruction needs to be able to register (document) the in-between steps of the convergence/consensus-building provided by the interconnection of the argumentation elements presented by the group, during the discussion. This type of behavior resembles the capabilities of entity-based versioning systems, which can create versions of packages, classes, and even individual methods of a complete system over its entire lifespan.\textsuperscript{38} The fine-grained ability to version argumentation elements allows its in-depth registration and to evidence their evolution over time.
Fig. 1. Information behavior

Fig. 1 represents the described situation. In this case, the outcome of discussion 1 (R₁) becomes the starting point for discussion 2, explicitly maintaining the connection to the previous discussion and therefore making possible to reconstruct the decision-making in discussion 2, as the first discussion influenced the second. The association to elements of earlier discussions (whether the final decision or some of the in-between steps) can be linked into a discussion in any stage and not just at its beginning (Fig. 1 is represented this way merely to preserve its readability), granting the possibility for deepening the decision reconstruction process whenever needed. This process allows adjusting the level of detail and time-span of the decision reconstruction analysis.

Another challenge in organizational memory regards the validity of the embedded information. When information expires (whether based on administrator’s decisions or determined by existing laws), a cleaning process can occur. We stand, however, that the deletion of such information might constitute an important barrier to decision reconstruction, even when earlier information is “flattened” to some condensed form. To this matter, no records could mean no memory and, consequently, the inability to retrieve past decisions.

As we intend to register all the steps in decision-making to foster decision reconstruction, instead of deleting information, contributions could be marked as “active” or “inactive” in order to be considered in the group analysis (meaning that an inactive contribution represents a “deletion” but without actual information loss). Although this
option is memory consuming, it does not seem problematic, as persistence means tend to lower in cost and increase in capacity.

We stand that it is possible to embed the previous characteristics into an information model to support both decision-making and decision reconstruction, by incorporating three different, though implicitly intertwined, types of support needs, as summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision process</th>
<th>Reconstruction process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argumentation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cover a multiplicity of argumentation models.</td>
<td>• Maintain and evidence the linking scheme of the used argumentation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Express the relationships among the argumentation elements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Create meaningful categories.</td>
<td>• Review of the in-between steps of a decision process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Register information evolution in time.</td>
<td>• Turn information elements into an “inactive” state, instead of their deletion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Link information element between discussions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision-making</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use computer-guided decision-making techniques (such as statistical analysis,</td>
<td>• Access the details of the performed convergence processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathematical algorithms, multi-objective linear programming, restructurable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modelling, game theory, non-linear optimization (39), <em>ThinkLets</em> (40), etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use manual convergence methods (like voting, manual selection, collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convergence processes (41), etc.).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 represents our model and its abstract components. We describe the components of the model and its relationships in the next subsections.
3.1. **InfoUnits**

These elements receive and store a group’s contributions. They require additional characterization (performed through the *Meta-data* element) to define their argumentation role within the GSS (e.g. as claims, issues, rebuttals, backings, statements, propositions, etc.). Although *InfoUnits* can receive any type of contribution, it is possible to restraining their supported data types, which forces the group to comply with predefined data formats (e.g. numerical or textual), in order to ease the integration with the *Convergence Enabler* element, as described ahead. *InfoUnits* are independent elements and connecting them is necessary to capture their context or relationships (by means of *InfoConnectors*). Users are also modeled as *InfoUnits*.

3.2. **InfoConnectors**

*InfoConnectors* capture the relationships among *InfoUnits*. The type of connection relies on the *Meta-data* element associated to *InfoConnectors* (as these are mere void links among *InfoUnits*). There are different types of expressed connections:

- argumentation model relationships (e.g. support, response to, evidence for, etc.);
- structuring support (as one of the most common features in GSS is their ability to separate contributions into meaningful categories or information containers, namely, discussions, topics, categories, information “buckets”, documents, etc.);
- and time-span association (sequence, dependence, versioning, merging, etc.).

The earlier relationships guarantee that a combination of *InfoUnits*, *InfoConnectors* and their associated *Meta-data* can support every argumentation model, while preserving the flexibility of GSS to organize information.

Depending on the discussion, decision-making support might benefit from the use of formatted contributions or from predefined data-types used when inserting data, especially when quantitative data is under analysis (e.g., percentage numbers, weights, etc.). Therefore, *InfoConnectors* can establish data validation rules over *InfoUnits*, in
order to ease or automatically support later convergence processes, using Convergence Enablers.

3.3. Meta-data

The generation of InfoUnits and InfoConnectors implies the creation of an associated Meta-data element, which contains a dynamic list of properties. These properties range from automatic indexing information (such as identification, authoring, time stamping, etc.), to additional properties that can be set to register personal annotations and measures for defining the affective value of information objects.\(^{42}\) That sort of information provides the needed elements to establish categorizations that deepen contextual information and help users to understand, use and extract information, while reducing possible information ambiguity.\(^{43}\)

To bridge the gap between GSSs and argumentation theory, Meta-data can also register argumentation model properties, referring to both InfoUnits and InfoConnector, as already mentioned. As different discussions (or discussion segments/phases) may require distinct argumentation structures, Meta-data offer the support for different argumentation models. This possibility allows a future reviewer to observe decisions using the underlying logic of different argumentation models, enhancing the support for a richer and accurate decision reconstruction.

3.4. Convergence Enablers

These elements support groups in achieving decisions when divergent contributions exist. Convergence Enablers implement decision-making techniques, and provide the versioning capability over the argumentation elements. Achieving the final decision, however, might require more than one convergence process (also meaning additional versions of the argumentation elements) and more than just one convergence method (whether manual or computer-guided). By maintaining a record of the convergence process, as well as the used methods, Convergence Enablers contribute to ease the decision reconstruction processes by saving and linking the in-between steps of the decision process.

4. Implementing the model

The development of our GSS, at this stage, is meant to demonstrate the feasibility of the model, as stated in design research, which frames this study (as further discussed in section 5.1). This system requires that users perform an initial registration process, for identification purposes within discussions. After such procedure, the system grants access to three different and sequential working environments: a structuring editor (for inserting and structuring group’s contributions); a visual map tool (that visually represents the discussion elements), and a document production environment (in which a more “traditional” document can be created from the discussion elements). To further explain the previously described information model, we illustrate, in the following sub-sections, the GSS tools and functionalities that are used in both decision and reconstruction processes. To ease the description and its association to the described information model,
we will use the following notation: $IUn$ (InfoUnit); $ICn$ (InfoConnector); $IUn-\text{MD}$ (InfoUnit and its Meta-data); $ICn-\text{MD}$ (InfoConnector and its Meta-data); $CEn$ (Convergence Enabler); and $MD$ (Meta-data).

### 4.1. Structuring support

To support discussions, the system uses a common metaphor in GSSs, where discussions (structuring $ICn-\text{MDs}$) encompass topics (also structuring $ICn-\text{MDs}$), which can aggregate other topics (sub-topics) and/or group’s contributions or posts ($IUn-\text{MDs}$). These elements are presented using a common threaded structure, as in internet forums. Once they are created or posted to the system, users are not allowed to delete information elements but only to mark them as active or inactive (by means of their $MD$).

As the discussion progresses, group’s contributions are posted into topics (using the messenger tool), as represented in Fig. 3. The argumentation sequence and properties of the contributions are supported and recorded using argumentation relationships $ICn-\text{MD}$ that connect the different posts. Not only these same elements allow tracing back the posts in the reconstruction process, but also enable their visual representation, using the visual map tool (described in section 4.2).

![Figure 3: Structure building (activity diagram)](image)

The $MD$ associated to a specific topic define the type of accepted $IUn$ and, consequently, determine the properties of their $MD$ (e.g. a topic where a numeric value is under discussion might restrain the group’s contributions solely to numbers and even apply validation rules, such as number intervals or sets of values). Unless it is the case of a previously defined type of topic, users are responsible for inserting the validation rules of a topic, before actually making any post to it.
Discussions include regular users and a mediator (a role defined using its associated $IU_{\pi-MD}$), whose tasks are initially assured by the creator of a discussion. Later on, the mediation can be transferred to any other user who belongs to the list of participants (it is possible to review the sequence of distinct mediators, by reviewing the associated $IU_{\pi-MD}$). The mediator is responsible for coordinating the discussion, as well as dealing with situations that require human intervention, regarding convergence methods and even to make decisions when consensus is not possible.

To aid the consensus-building process, the system provides a tool for analyzing the existence of group divergence, which implements convergence methods (whose process characteristics are registered in distinct $C_{\pi}$). The interactions of the consensus-building process are organized and represented as versions or steps (using time-span $IC_{\pi-MD}s$) of the different discussion topics.

When the resolution process ends, the system generates a new version of the analyzed $IC_{\pi-MD}$ with the corresponding convergent $IU_{\pi}$ or $IU_{\pi}s$. Every $MD$ associated to both $IC_{\pi}$ and $IU_{\pi}$, can be inspected using the properties viewer. By using this tool users can obtain the necessary information of the discussion elements, as versioning, convergence/divergence status, convergence methods that were used and divergent information criteria, etc., whether during the decision process or when performing the reconstruction process. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the structuring environment.

![Structuring environment snapshot](image)

**Figure 4: Structuring environment snapshot**

### 4.2. Activity tracking support

Besides the threaded structure of the structuring environment, the visual map tool uses the $MD$ of the discussion elements to organize them into a set of networked components, thus providing an environment for people to explore, discover, analyze and tap into information. Users can change its default representation, according users’ preferences.
Nevertheless, these changes only affect the visual arrangement of the elements and not the associated $I_U$, $IC_a$, $C_{En}$ and $MD$.

The visual map tool organizes information so that it makes sense to the user, reduces working memory load and provides informative feedback and functionalities for both novice and expert users, thus constituting a highly efficient way for people to directly perceive data and discover knowledge and insights from it, as intended in decision reconstruction. The tool makes use of icons, color highlighting, linking, panning and zooming, since these techniques support dynamic and interactive use.45 Concepts such as knowledge mapping, hyperlinks, topic and usage maps (according to Refs. 46-48), as well as visual navigation, were also considered when developing the interface of the visual map tool.47-48

Switching between the structuring environment and the visual map is the basis for users who are trying to understand past occurrences or decisions during the decision process or within the context of a later decision reconstruction process (as represented in Fig. 5).

![Activity tracking](activity_diagram)

Although Fig. 6 only shows version linking of discussion topics, the $IC_a$-$MD$ allows filtering and exhibiting the information elements in different ways (though actual implementation of the visual map only allows additional representation according to temporal sequence and argumentation structure). Fig. 6 also shows a snapshot of a visual layout being modified using the “design/edit map” tools.
4.3. Structured documents

The system also produces structured documents from the defined information structures, in order to create a more “traditional” document, as usually required in a business context. Documents refer to the discussions, topics, and contributions, without the need for any specialized computer skill. The only requirement is to drag the references onto the elements, from the structuring environment into the document, creating automatic links. Then, users can change the text of the automated links to compose the document, if they need to. When a user activates a link, the system traces back the information element and selects it from the structuring environment. This procedure allows the user to reconstitute the context and the reasons that led to its creation. The editing tool has two different views: the declaration view and the normal view. The former view permits working with the information structures and editing the document, while the later shows the documents as in an ordinary word processor.

As the structured documents are IC_{ns-MD}, versioning is also feasible, making it possible to follow documents from their start to their most recent versions, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Properties viewer

Figure 7: The document production environment and versions of a document.

Figure 8: Document production (activity diagram)
5. Case study

It is commonly assumed that an experienced GSS user is familiar with the general tools and the activity sequence of a GSS-based decision process (such as idea generation, topic categorization, decision analysis, reporting, etc.). However, literature is quite scarce in describing such user’s behavior when retrieving decisions by means of the aforementioned tools, especially when such decisions had no intervention from the referred users. One of the aims of this study was to deepen our research in order to assess if the proposed model would support the information needs of decision reviewers, as we had theorized (tool/model analysis objective). We were also interested in observing the behavior of decision reviewers when performing decision reconstruction (behavioral analysis objective).

5.1. Methodology and settings

Methodologically, our research lies within the scope of design research. This option takes into consideration the creation, use, study and performance evaluation of artifacts in order to understand, explain and improve information systems.49-50 There are many descriptions and diagrams of design research in information systems (e.g. Refs. 49-53), but we have adopted the process defined in Ref. 54. This was both because it is an eclectic approach, which combines the research steps of other authors,49, 55-60 and because it emphasizes knowledge use and development, throughout the research.

The first iteration of the study demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed solution,58, 61, by applying a GSS to the information model for decision reconstruction, as described in section 4. The second round required explanatory work or observational testing (as regarded in Refs. 49-50, 62), for which we defined two units of analysis: structuring capability and storytelling capability. These units allowed us to measure, respectively, the ability to structure a group’s discussion and the second allows measuring and the ability to retrieve information from previous discussions. Table 2 and Table 3 present the division of these units into metrics, as well as their descriptions.

With this study, we intended to emulate the extreme case in which recalling the reasons for a past resolution is solely dependent of previous GSS records, seeing that no reviewer was involved in the decision. The scenario was built upon the need to assess the correctness of a contracting process, performed in a public company, regarding the acquisition of external auditing services, according to existing legislation requirements.

As our main concern was to observe the reconstruction process, we codified the past decision process, using our GSS (briefly described ahead). We divided the discussion into different discussion topics, which ranged from the financial elements submitted by each applicant and their proposals for the price and time limit for executing the task, to the contributions of applicants and decision agents.

The idea-generation phase relied on a simple reply-response scheme, while the debate and consensus building required a more structured representation, which implied evidencing the arguments (support/rebuttal) as well as the sequence (versions or steps) of the convergence processes, expressed through textual discussion and online voting. A
final document, which represented the formal outcome of the decision process, was also included.

Table 2: Structuring capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Contribution posting</td>
<td>This measure intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to structure a group’s discourse, using the defined argumentation elements, namely through contribution posting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Relationship management</td>
<td>This measure intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to manage (perform changes and register alterations) the established relationships among the argumentation elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Structure awareness</td>
<td>This measure intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to evidence the structure of a group’s discourse, as well as to inform the users of performed changes (an in-depth study about the importance of awareness in GDSS can be found in Ref. 63).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Idea transmission</td>
<td>This measure intends to register the adequateness of the developed GSS to elaborate on complex ideas using the defined argumentation elements and posting procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Documental elaboration</td>
<td>This measure intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to produce structured documents based on the argumentation elements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Storytelling capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Structure storytelling</td>
<td>This metric intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to retrieve a discourse from the structural representation of the used argumentation elements, within a discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Documental storytelling</td>
<td>This metric intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to retrieve a discourse from the visual representation of the used argumentation elements within a discussion, using the visual map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cognitive load</td>
<td>This metric intends to register the ability of the developed GSS to retrieve a discourse combining the use of the structuring environment of the developed GSS with the use of its visual map tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Haziness avoidance</td>
<td>This metric intends to register whether the developed GSS is able to avoid vagueness attributable to issues that are not clearly explained, using the argumentation elements and procedures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a control element, we introduced a biased voting process when discussing how significant the price factor should be to the analysis of the proposals. The situation meant that the group leader (the mediator) unilaterally attributed that weight, when the group was not able to solve its differences after several voting procedures. This had an impact on the chosen applicant. The introduction of this control mechanism would allow us to observe whether the discussion elements granted the subject group the information needed to perceive that the final decision could have been different.

Details pertaining of the formal structure of the discussion (like the organization, sequence of topics, reporting procedures, etc.) and the existence of any implied argumentation model were deliberately omitted.

Having codified the earlier elements, we invited seven senior technicians – the subject group – to review the decision process using our GSS. The reviews were made in independent sessions (meaning that the reviewers had no contact among them), in which we observed their behavior when performing the proposed tasks. Although being experienced with both management and group support systems usage, the subject group had no practice in using our GSS, and only had a basic written tutorial on how to operate the system.

After examining the decision process, we presented the metrics of the defined units of analysis and asked the subject group to rate them. To assess the accuracy of the decision reconstruction, we also asked them to write down a detailed report of the situation, taking into consideration the need to address a discussion outline (summary), the storytelling sequence and authoring, the existence of divergent topics, applied convergence techniques and achieved result(s).

5.2. Results and discussion

All the members of the subject group understood and correctly described the decision process. Although we did not consider the time to complete the task, we found that each member took about 45 minutes to learn how to use the tool and to grasp the key elements of the decision process.

Although knowing that the scores of the metrics for the defined units of analysis are not statistically relevant, the obtained results were around the middle of the used scale (fair/good), as shown in the appendix.

Probably the most important insights from the study were drawn from observing the reviewers. When writing down the proposed reports, all of them went back to using the prototype. The fast and recurring reuses of the tool were not accounted, but they seem to explain the accuracy level of the descriptions. We found that the decision process was reconstructed using one of four different processes, namely:

- by starting with the use of the document production tools to analyze the produced document and then jumping into the structuring environment for details;
- by starting with the use of the visual map tool, to visually analyze the structure, and then making occasional jumps into the structuring environment;
by starting with the use of the structuring environment, in order to retrieve details from the discussion, and then jumping to the visual map tool, in order to acquire “big pictures” of the relationships among the elements;

and by performing a hybrid approach using a combination of the previous processes (e.g. by starting with the use of the document production tools, for some part of the reconstruction process, and starting by using another working environment for other parts).

As the produced document integrated links (InfoConnectors) to the contributions represented in the structuring environment (InfoUnits), it allowed the subject group to switch between the discussion environment and the document production environment. This enabled the subject group to gather in-depth details of the elements that were captured from and expressed in the document.

The switching feature was described as useful and suited to the reconstruction process, but we found that it might not guarantee per se the accuracy of the reconstruction.

As the mediator was responsible for producing the final document, the process of selecting and dragging the key issues of the decision into the “traditional” document (the decision report) relied solely on the mediator’s personal judgment. When reviewing the final report, some members of the subject group stated that a number of reported reasons for the final decision were irrelevant, while others agreed that those reasons helped them to understand the decision outcome. This situation means that a decision reviewer might not share the relevance pattern or judgment assessment of the reasons expressed in the produced documentation, hindering decision reconstruction. In this case, a collaborative construction of the document could have mitigated the problem, as it would integrate different perspectives into the final report. Nevertheless, and though outside the scope of the information model itself, it would be interesting if the GSS could parameterize automatic recording procedures (coarse or fine grained), which would be, therefore, user-independent, in order to produce a final document or report.

All members of the subject group, but one, found that representing the relationships between the discussion elements on a visual map improved the perception of the discussion as a whole and constituted a friendly environment for getting “big pictures” of the discussion or topics. However, they also noted that the simultaneous representation of all the associations between discussion elements made the information hard to follow. Therefore, the capture of the relationships between the discussion elements covered by the information model provides the necessary basis for its visual representation. In order to enhance its utility in decision reconstruction and especially to respond to different information needs and cognitive styles of decision reviewers, it requires, nevertheless, a combination with tools for filtering, sorting, selecting and displaying multiple relationships.

Another common aspect of the reports was that the members of the subject group experienced a great deal of effort in understanding that different representation schemes (argumentation models) were involved in the decision process, as they expected an at-hack representation for the whole discussion. The modeling possibilities of the prototype were found to be excellent in supporting several ways of conducting a decision
process, as they made possible the use of different types of argumentation models and representation styles within a decision process. However, such freedom of style was also pointed out to be a problem for the decision reconstruction.

These findings ratified our earlier expectations, since we had anticipated that using the GSS without any knowledge on how the discussion was organized or on the used argumentation schemes in the different phases of the decision process would increase the difficulty of the reconstruction. This situation seemed, however, more adequate to our goals in testing the model/system and more realistic in emulating the situation in which the decision reviewer was not part of the decision group. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to assess the difference of results if the argumentation models and structure details of the discussion were given beforehand.

As the process of capturing the discussion elements and their relationships follows predefined argumentation models, a corollary of the above observation is that the selection of basic argumentation models might imply that only a restricted number of relationships can be represented (e.g. the basic sequential process of a simple question-reply thread pattern). This situation might obstruct the decision reconstruction process. Thus, choosing an argumentation model should not be taken lightly.

5.3. Limitations

The reviewers’ commentaries showed that the used argumentation model (or models), as well as its rules and properties, should be explicitly evidenced, as it would decrease the cognitive load of decision reconstruction.

Observing the reviewers revealed different cognitive behaviors or at least different preferences when analyzing past information. All the members complained about the lack of re-structuring tools for the decision process information (argumentation elements and other data) that would let them analyze the past situation in their own way. To overcome this problem, some of the reports suggested the development of re-structuring tools.

To re-structure the expressed and visually represented information, using a certain argumentation model into another argumentation model and representation scheme, needs further thought. Expressing more complex argumentation models as simpler ones, for instance from Toulmin’s argumentation model, into a question-reply model, does not seem troublesome. The opposite, however, may not be accomplishable (at least automatically) due to the lack of associated information. Producing such information, within the presented model, would require the establishment of new types of associations (through InfoConnectors/Meta-data) beyond the ones established in the decision process.

We believe that two processes (or their combination) could be tried, in order to achieve the desired situation. The first one would be the reviewer’s manual supply of the relationship properties as individually perceived. To support this process, the GSS should ask the reviewer to input all the necessary association attributes, according to the intended argumentation model. The second procedure could use automatic mechanisms, i.e. intelligent agents or semantic technologies, to perform a semantic and syntactic analysis of the different contributions and propose the type of detected relationships (again, according to a selected argumentation model) to be confirmed by the decision.
reviewer. In order to reduce information ambiguity across discussion the development of an ontology builder, from personal annotations within Meta-data, using the concept of “folksonomies” could also be tried, along with ETL (Extraction, Transformation and Load) procedures to facilitate data movement and transformation.

Another problem regards the visual representation of information components. In the presented case-study no problems were found when using the visual map tool. However, in previous testing we found that a large amount of information elements (the most intensive test involved fifty thousand computer-generated components – a theoretical number if we consider a real life situation) compromised the normal use of the visual map toolkit. Nevertheless, the inspection of the information components revealed no inconsistencies. This demonstrated that the decision reconstruction model scales well in large scenarios, though requiring a more robust toolkit for visual representation.

In spite of the fact that important insights have been gained, there are questions that are still left unsolved. Knowing whether found results will apply in different decision settings still requires further investigation. Being a more or less structured decision task, having a larger number of decision reviewers, baring different convergence processes, having decisions with intertwined discussions in distinct moments in time, different backgrounds in using GSS. What would happen if some information elements were deleted (for instance, due to a court order)? What is the threshold for deleting information, but still preserving the ability to reconstruct a decision? Which type of information is more likely to deteriorate the ability for decision reconstruction if deleted? Is there any threshold for determining the overall accuracy of the decision reconstruction? These are just a few questions and decision scenarios that need to be dealt with.

6. Final remarks and future research

In this paper, we have presented an information model to support decision reconstruction. We tested this model through a public contracting process supported by our GSS. A group of people later reviewed the abovementioned process, in order to reconstruct the decision. Their reports demonstrated that the subject group was able to use the GSS prototype to accurately rebuild the decision process under analysis. When conducting the reconstruction process, which was reported to require a great deal of effort as no details on the used argumentation schemes were provided, the reviewers implemented different processes.

The presented model proved adequate in dealing with the decision reconstruction, but the Meta-data element still needs, in order to lower the cognitive effort of decision reviewers, expanded properties to support a more flexible process. Evidencing the used argumentation and representation schemes to the reviewers in the reconstruction process, and building re-structuring tools based on the transition between such argumentation models was also found very important.

Some attempts to define the basic set of meta-data to be associated with information elements have already been made (e.g. PRISM, Dublin Core, Resource Description Framework – RDF, DARPA Agent Markup Language + Ontology Inference Layer
(DAML+OIL), XML Topic Maps – XTM, Web Ontology Language, etc.), though a normalized framework is still far from being achieved. Nevertheless, it seems important to incorporate those ideas in the Meta-data element in order to build a dynamic base that allows the transition between different ways of representing group discussions, especially regarding the presentation of a discussion discourse and its visual representation, thereby reinforcing its multidimensional scope.
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Appendix A. Evaluation metrics and scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Tech.1</th>
<th>Tech.2</th>
<th>Tech.3</th>
<th>Tech.4</th>
<th>Tech.5</th>
<th>Tech.6</th>
<th>Tech.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Contribution posting</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Relationship management</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Structure awareness</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Idea transmission</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Documental elaboration</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Structure storytelling</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Documental storytelling</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cognitive load</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Haziness avoidance</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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